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Abstract
As pesticides are widely used in agriculture, more and more people who work
at places like farm are exposed to the pesticides.

According to enviroment re-

searches [Villarejo; 2003; Reigart and Roberts; 1999], being exposed to some
kind of pesticides like Organophosphorus (OP) insecticides has significantly effected
the health of farmworkers and their family. The actual level of pesticides can be
detected with some limitation for now. However, it is hard to detect when the level is
below the limit of detection (LOD). Therefore, the goal of our research is to propose
several different methods to analyze data with missing values below the LOD.
In Chapter 1, we apply two methods to analyze a variable with missing values
below the LOD, we propose the zero-inflated lognormal to model the variable and
apply the maximum likelihood method and the Bayesian Gibbs sampler method to
analyze the data. In Chapter 2, we conduct the regression analysis with a predictor
having missing values below the LOD. We propose four methods. Two naive methods
include "delete missing values" method and "impute a fixed value to missing values"
method. The other two methods are the "maximum likelihood method" and the
"Bayesian Gibbs sampler" method.
Based on the estimation results, we find that the performance of the "Gibbs sampler" method is better than all other methods for each of the parameter. The "Gibbs
sampler" method provides lower biases and standard errors, and better coverage probabilities. The performance may be due to the Bayesian hierarchical structure and the
nature of the MCMC sampling, which allow to borrow all information from multiple
levels to inform unknown quantities.
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Introduction
As pesticides used more and more wider for agriculture, people concern more about
the harmness to the health of everyone exposed to the pesticides. [Thomas; 2006]
According to literature, the health risk not only exists among those farmworkers,
the pesticides also have effects to their families and everyone who lives with them
for a long time.[Villarejo; 2003] For example, organophosphorus (OP) insecticides
are very common and widely used pesticides. Exposure to light OP pesticides will
cause immediate effects like rash and blurry vision. For significant exposure, the
results caused by pesticides will be hard to recover, which include loss of continence, coma, and even death.[Reigart and Roberts; 1999; Thomas; 2006] Some
effects may not be noticed in a short time, the chance of birth defects, neurodegenerative disease, and cancer will be increase due to serious pesticides exposure
[Reigart and Roberts; 1999].

Although several studies of measuring pesticide exposure have been conducted
and improved year to year, the actual levels of pesticide exposure among farmworkers are detected with some limitation.[Thomas; 2009] In our research, we conduct
several methods to impute the data below the limit of detection (LOD), and compare
the performance of those methods based on the estimation results.

Multiple imputation is an idea for handling missing data, which first proposed by
Rubin in 1987. The method of multiple imputation is to impute a set of plausible
values to a missing value. Compared to imputing only one single value, multiple
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imputation considers the uncertainty about the right value. [Yuan; 2000]

Bayesian theory interprets probability as a degree of belief in an event. [DeepAI]
The degree of belief is updated with new information collected. Combined with the
prior knowledge of the event, the posterior probability is more accurate and convinceable than a fixed value based on frequency or propensity after a large number of trials.
[Gelman; 2013] Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are applied as a key
to sample from the joint posteriror distribution of parameters for large hierarchical
models. [Banerjee; 2014]

In our research, we take an advantage of using Gibbs sampling, which is a Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to obtain samples from the joint posterior
distribution. Gibbs sampling is applicable for those explicit form of joint distribution
unknown, but the conditional distribution of each variable is known. Then, the
set of sample which are generated from the Gibbs sampling iterations are used to
approximate the joint distribution. [Gelman; 2014]
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Chapter 1
Estimation for a variable with non-observed
values below the LOD
1.1

Introduction

Environmental and biomedical research often produces data below the limit of detection (LOD). For example, in a measuring Farmworker Pesticide Exposure (PACE3)
study [Thomas; 2010], many pesticide exposure data are non-observable due to
being below the LOD. Among these non-observable data, some are truly zero. To
accommodate this, we adopt the zero-inflated lognormal distribution to model this
type of data. Note that the lognormal distribution is often used to model the nonnegative pesticide exposure data in the environmental research. The model is a two
component mixture model. Specifically, denote the variable of interest by X and
there are n data points: x1 , ..., xn . For each of them, it equals to 0 with probability
p and follows a lognormal distribution LogNormal(µ,σx2 ) with probability 1 − p. The
component mixture model has the probability distribution for each Xi as below:
g(xi ) = p1(xi =0) + [(1 − p) ∗ f (xi ; µ, σx2 )]1(xi 6=0) ,
where f (·; µ, σx2 ) is the lognormal density function with parameters µ and σx .

3

(1.1)

1.2

Methods of estimation

In this section, we present two estimation methods for parameters p, µ and σx2 . The
first method is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The second method is a
Bayesian method using Gibbs sampling.

1.2.1

Maximum likelihood estimation

In statistics, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is a method of estimating parameters of a statistical model, given observations. MLE attempts to find the parameter
values that maximize the likelihood function, given the observations. The resulting
estimate is called a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE).

In this section, we are going to estimate µ, σx and p by using the observed data
which greater than LOD. According to model (1), the non-zero pesticide exposure
data follows a lognormal distribution. Hence, X greater than LOD denoted by X 0
follows a truncated lognormal distribution with support of (LOD,+∞), that is,
X 0 ∼ LogNormal(µ, σx2 )1(LOD,+∞) .

(1.2)

We adopt an R function ‘fitdist’ to fit observed values with a truncated log-normal
distribution and to first obtain the estimates for µ and σx . After that, P (X <
LOD) can be estimated by plugging the estimates of µ and σx into the lognormal
distribution. Then, we can estimate p by solving the following equation according to
model (1):
p + (1 − p) ∗ P (x < LOD) =

the number of non-observed data
.
n

(1.3)

The estimate of p is then
the number of non-observed data − P (X < LOD)
n
p̂ =
.
1 − P (X < LOD)

4

(1.4)

1.2.2

Gibbs Sampler Method

In this section, we conduct a Bayesian method. Bayesian methods can naturally
accommodate missing values by treating them as random unknown quantities. The
hierarchical structure of a Bayesian model borrows all information from multiple levels
to inform unknown quantities. For Bayesian methods, we assign priors to parameters.
Conventionally, we adopt a beta prior Beta(α,β) for p, a normal prior N(µ0 , σ02 ) for µ,
and an Inverse Gamma prior IG(a,b) for σx2 . To allow data to dominate the posterior
inferences, we use vague priors by setting α=β=1, µ0 =0 and σ02 =10, and a=b=0.1.

Gibbs sampling is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm for Bayesian
posterior computation. It is used when it is difficult to sample from the joint posterior
distribution directly. It repeatedly and sequentially generates all unknown parameters and latent variables form their full conditional distributions. When the MCMC
chains in the Gibbs sampler converge, the MCMC samples can be treated as samples
from the joint posterior distribution. Therefore, we estimate posterior mean, posterior standard deviation, and credible interval of a parameter based on its converged
MCMC samples. Combing the data likelihood

Qn

i=1

g(xi ) with the specified priors,

we derive the full conditional distributions of the Gibbs sampler as below. After
specifying the initial values of the unknown parameters, our Gibbs sampler iterates
through the following steps.

1 At First, update the probability p. The full conditional distribution of p follows a
beta distribution:
(p|others) ∼ Beta(x0 + α, xn0 + β),
where x0 =

P

1xi =0 , xn0 =

P

1xi 6=0 .
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(1.5)

2 The full conditional distribution of µ follows a normal distribution:
xn0
1
(µ|others) ∼ N (( 2 + 2 )−1 )(
σx
σ0

P

(xi 6=0) zi
σx2

+

µ0 xn0
1
), ( 2 + 2 )−1 ),
2
σ0
σx
σ0

(1.6)

where zi = log(xi ).

3 The full conditional probability for variance σx2 is a inverse gamma distribution:
(σx2 |others)

xn0
∼ IG(
+ a,
2

P

(xi 6=0) (zi

− µ)2

2

+ b),

(1.7)

where zi = log(xi ).

4 For non-observed xi ’s, the probability of being zero is denoted by pnew , and therefore the probability of being from lognormal distribution less than LOD is
1 − pnew . The equation of pnew is given by
pnew =

p
p + (1 − p)

R log(LOD)
−∞

f (xi ; µ, σx2 )dx

.

(1.8)

The non-observed xi ’s is equal to 0 with probability pnew , and with probability
1 − pnew , the non-observed xi is sampled from the left-truncated lognormal,
[xi |others] ∝ f (xi ; µ, σx2 ) · 1(xi <LOD) .

1.3

(1.9)

Simulation Study

In this section, we conduct a simulation study to compare the estimation performance
of these two methods. We simulate 500 data sets with sample size n is 50, 100 and
200. The true values of µ, σx and p are 0, 1 and 0.2, respectively. We use three
different values as the limit of detection (LOD), which are 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4.
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We report the estimation results by bias, SE and MSD. The bias stands for the difference between mean of 500 estimates and the true value. SE stands for the standard
deviation of the 500 point estimates. MSD stands for the mean of 500 standard errors
for MLE or the mean of 500 posterior standard deviations for the Bayesian method.
In the table, it also reports the 95 percent coverage probability, which denoted by
cp95 . The coverage probability is the proportion of the 95% confidence/credible intervals that contain the true parameter value.

1.3.1

Maximum likelihood estimation

Table 1.1 Estimation results for the MLE method.

µ
σx
p
µ
σx
p
µ
σx
p

n=50
bias
LOD=0.2
-0.020
-0.018
-0.005
LOD=0.3
-0.052
-0.005
-0.038
LOD=0.4
-0.115
0.021
-0.155

SE MSD cp95

n=100
n=200
bias SE MSD cp95 bias SE MSD cp95

0.214 0.210 0.916 -0.017 0.153 0.146 0.892 -0.005 0.099 0.100 0.918
0.153 0.159 0.918 -0.008 0.112 0.112 0.908 -0.011 0.077 0.078 0.896
0.081
-0.003 0.054
-0.004 0.036
0.364 0.313 0.940 -0.030 0.205 0.200 0.922 -0.019 0.136 0.137 0.922
0.203 0.202 0.936 0.002 0.140 0.139 0.908 0.005 0.096 0.097 0.896
0.298
-0.013 0.090
-0.008 0.054
0.556 0.492 0.950 -0.039 0.259 0.270 0.932 -0.014 0.173 0.178 0.918
0.264 0.259 0.930 0.007 0.158 0.166 0.930 0.000 0.112 0.114 0.920
1.572
-0.028 0.132
-0.013 0.085

Table 1.1 presents the estimation results using the MLE method. From the table,
the results show that the estimation of parameters are unbiased. SE values are close
to MSD values. For the larger LOD, the bias, SE and MSD increase. With the
increase of the sample size, the bias, SE and MSD are getting smaller.
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1.3.2

Gibbs sampler method

We run 5000 MCMC iterations for the Gibbs sampling. Trace plots show that the
MCMC chains converge fast and well. Figure 1.1 shows the trace plots of µ, σx , p
and pnew .

For each dataset, we summarize the estimation results based on the 4000 MCMC
samples after the first 1000 iterations burning for each parameter. We take the mean
of the 4000 MCMC samples as a point estimate and the standard deviation of the
4000 MCMC samples as the posterior standard deviation for each parameter. We
also calculate 0.025th and 0.975th quantiles for a 95% credible interval.
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Figure 1.1 Trace plots for µ, σx , p, and pnew .

Table 1.2 presents the estimation results for the Bayesian method based on the
500 simulated data sets. The results show that point estimates are overall unbiased
and SE values are close to MSD values, leading to good 95% coverage probabilities.
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Table 1.2 Estimation results for the Bayesian method.

µ
σ
p
µ
σ
p
µ
σ
p

n=50
bias
LOD=0.2
-0.017
0.013
-0.005
LOD=0.3
-0.019
0.017
-0.022
LOD=0.4
-0.035
0.017
0.031

SE MSD cp95

n=100
n=200
bias SE MSD cp95 bias SE MSD cp95

0.215 0.206 0.940 -0.013 0.155 0.154 0.952 -0.009 0.109 0.108 0.948
0.151 0.148 0.964 0.009 0.111 0.111 0.952 0.010 0.084 0.084 0.948
0.067 0.058 0.974 -0.004 0.051 0.047 0.952 -0.003 0.039 0.038 0.954
0.203 0.202 0.976 -0.018 0.167 0.167 0.954 -0.016 0.135 0.132 0.952
0.149 0.148 0.954 0.004 0.110 0.104 0.962 0.003 0.069 0.066 0.966
0.067 0.066 0.986 -0.011 0.050 0.050 0.960 -0.008 0.054 0.043 0.946
0.209 0.205 0.980 -0.028 0.171 0.170 0.968 -0.016 0.145 0.142 0.960
0.150 0.148 0.980 0.010 0.122 0.119 0.976 0.008 0.097 0.097 0.950
0.075 0.071 0.982 -0.015 0.068 0.063 0.986 -0.011 0.057 0.053 0.958

With the the increase of sample size, the bias even decreases. SE and MSD of µ,
σ, and p is decrease with the sample size increase. When LOD increase, the biases
for parameters increase slightly while the SE and MSD values almost keep the same.
When LOD is 0.2, the estimation results are very comparable between two methods. When LOD is 0.3 and 0.4, the Bayesian method has a better performance with
smaller biases, SEs and MSDs.

One advantage of Bayesian method is that it can provide the posterior standard
deviation estimate of parameter p.
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Chapter 2
Regression analysis with a predictor having
non-observed values below the LOD
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter we focus on linear regression, where X is a predictor with missing
values due to the limit of detection (LOD). For subject i (i = 1...n), the response Yi
follows a normal distribution:
Yi |Xi ∼ N (β0 + Xi β1 , τ 2 )

(2.1)

where Xi is from a two component mixture model (zero-inflated lognormal model) as
in Chapter 1. That is, Xi is 0 with probability p, and from a lognormal distribution
LogNormal(µ, σx2 ) with probability 1 − p. When Xi is less than the LOD, it is not
observed.

In this chapter, we only illustrate our methods through the simple linear regression. In general, our proposed methods can be easily extended for multiple regression
and generalize linear models.
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2.2

Methods of estimation

In this section, we present four estimation methods. At first, we apply two naive
methods which are "delete the missing values" and "impute a fixed value to all missing
values". The third method is the maximum likelihood method. The fourth method
is a Bayesian method using the Gibbs sampling.

2.2.1

Two Naive Methods

Delete missing values

For this naive method, we simply delete those data points with their x0i s missing.
Then, we use the rest of data to conduct the linear regression.

Impute a fixed value to missing values

Using the data that delete missing values loses a part of data information. In this
method, we impute a fixed value to all missing x values which are less than the
LOD. For example, setting all missing values of x equal to zero, LOD, LOD/2, or
√
LOD/ 2. Then, we use the complete dataset with imputed values to conduct the
linear regression.

2.2.2

Maximum likelihood estimation

Ignore zero and impute from the fitted lognormal

In Chapter 1, we have used the observed data to estimate µ and σx of the truncated
lognormal distribution which is greater than the LOD. For each missing x value, we
can impute a value which is generated from the fitted truncated lognormal distribution. Then, we use the complete dataset with the imputed values to conduct the
linear regression. Finally, we use a multiple imputation method, which is repeating
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the procedure ten times and calculating the mean of the ten estimated values as the
estimation results.

Impute from the fitted zero-inflated lognormal

For each missing x value, we can impute it as 0 with probability Pnew or impute a value
which is generated from the fitted truncated lognormal distribution with probability
1 − pnew , where pnew is a conditional probability of xi being zero given it’s missing.
The estimate of pnew is calculated by
p̂new =

p
p + (1 − p) ∗ P (x < LOD)

(2.2)

where p is the probability of xi equal to zero which is obtained in Chapter 1 based
on equations (3) and (4). The parameters of µ and σx of the truncated lognormal
distribution are estimated by the observed data. After all missing values have been
imputed, we use the complete data set to conduct the linear regression and get the
estimated values of parameters. Then, we use a multiple imputation method, which
is repeating the procedure ten times and calculating the mean of the ten estimated
values as the estimation results.

2.2.3

Gibbs Sampler Method

As in Chapter 1, we adopt the Gibbs sampling for the posterior computation. We
assign the same priors for the parameters p, µ, and σx2 . We assign a normal prior N(β0 ,
Σ0 ) for β and an inverse gamma prior IG(aτ , bτ ) for τ 2 . To allow data to dominate
the posterior inferences, we use vague priors by setting β0 = (0, 0)’, Σ0 =10 · I2 and
aτ =bτ =0.1. The model (10) combined with the specified priors, we derive the the full
conditional distributions as below:
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1 The full conditional distribution of p follows a beta distribution:
(p|others) ∼ Beta(x0 + α, xn0 + β),
where x0 =

P

1xi =0 , xn0 =

P

(2.3)

1xi 6=0 .

2 The full conditional distribution of µ follows a normal distribution:
1
xn0
(µ|others) ∼ N (( 2 + 2 )−1 )(
σx
σ0

P

(xi 6=0) zi
σx2

+

µ0 xn0
1
), ( 2 + 2 )−1 ),
2
σ0
σx
σ0

(2.4)

where zi = log(xi ).

3 The full conditional distribution for variance σx2 is an inverse gamma distribution:
(σx2 |others)

xn0
∼ IG(
+ a,
2

P

(xi 6=0) (zi

2

− µ)2

+ b),

(2.5)

where zi = log(xi ).

4 The full conditional distribution of β = (β0 , β1 )0 follows a bivariate normal distribution:
(β0 , β1 )0 |others ∼ M N (ΣΣ−1
0 β0 +
Where Σ = (Σ−1
0 +

Σyi xi
, Σ)
τ2

(2.6)

Σxi xi 0 −1
) .
τ2

5 The full conditional distribution of τ 2 follows an inverse gamma distribution:
n
(τ |others) ∼ IG( + aτ ,
2
2

Pn

− x0i β)2
+ bτ ).
2

i=1 (yi

(2.7)

6 For the non-observable x0i s, the probability of being zero is denoted by pnew . The
equation of pnew is given by
pnew

0
)
pφ( yi −β
τ
=
.
R
0
pφ( yi −β
) + (1 − p) 0LOD f (xi ; µ, σx2 )φ( yi −β0τ−β1 xi )dxi
τ
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(2.8)

The non-observed x0i s is equal to 0 with probability pnew , and with probability
1 − pnew sampled from
[xi |others] ∝ f (xi ; µ, σx2 )φ(

2.3

yi − β0 − β1 xi
) · 1(xi <LOD) .
τ

(2.9)

Simulation Study

In this section, we conduct a simulation study for four different estimation methods,
"delete missing values", "impute a fixed value to missing values", "maximum likelihood
estimation" and "Bayesian method".

The true values of β0 , β1 and τ 2 are 0.5, 1.2 and 2.25. Same as in Chapter 1, we
use three different values of the LOD, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. The sample size n is 50, 100
and 200. We report the bias, SE, MSD, and 95% coverage probability as estimation
results. The bias stands for the difference between mean of 500 estimates and the
true value. SE stands for the standard deviation of the 500 point estimates. MSD
stands for the mean of 500 standard errors for MLE or the mean of 500 posterior
standard deviations for the Bayesian method. In the table, the 95 percent coverage
probability denoted by cp95 . The coverage probability is the proportion of the 95%
confidence/credible intervals that contain the true parameter value.

2.3.1

Naive Methods

Table 2.1 presents the bias, SE, MSD and 95% coverage probability using the "delete
missing value" method. From the table, the results show that the estimation of parameters are unbiased for each value of LOD. The value of SE are overall slightly
larger than the value of MSD, leading to the 95% coverage probability around 90%.
With the increase of the sample size, the bias, SE, and MSD for each parameter

14

Table 2.1 Estimation results for the "delete missing values" method.

β0
β1
τ2
β0
β1
τ2
β0
β1
τ2

n=50
bias
LOD=0.2
0.006
-0.003
-0.013
LOD=0.3
-0.014
-0.000
0.015
LOD=0.4
0.005
0.005
0.007

SE MSD cp95

n=100
n=200
bias SE MSD cp95 bias SE MSD cp95

0.341 0.341 0.904 0.008 0.238 0.233 0.894 0.002 0.166 0.161 0.900
0.153 0.146 0.876 -0.007 0.104 0.094 0.880 -0.003 0.072 0.062 0.870
0.530
-0.025 0.353
-0.024 0.231
0.362 0.362 0.900 0.007 0.259 0.245 0.886 -0.007 0.175 0.171 0.890
0.164 0.150 0.876 -0.004 0.105 0.095 0.866 0.001 0.066 0.063 0.898
0.580
-0.015 0.382
0.015 0.267
0.394 0.386 0.900 -0.002 0.260 0.262 0.896 -0.004 0.176 0.181 0.908
0.169 0.154 0.894 0.001 0.099 0.098 0.898 -0.000 0.067 0.065 0.896
0.580
-0.012 0.382
-0.008 0.278

decrease. The SE of β0 is about twice of the SE of β1 .

Table 2.2 presents the estimation results using "impute a fixed value" method.
√
The fixed value imputed is 0, LOD, LOD/2, and LOD/ 2, respectively. The value
of LOD is 0.2. As the imputed value decreases, the bias decreases, but the SE and
MSD keep the similar.

The true proportion of missing value being zero for LOD equal to 0.2 is pnew , where
the pnew =0.2/(0.2+0.8∗plnorm(0.2, 0, 1)) = 0.8230173. Then, smaller imputed values
lead to smaller bias. For this simulation setup, the "imputing a fixed value" method
overperforms the "delete missing values" method, especially providing smaller SE and
MSD values.
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Table 2.2 Estimation results for the "impute a fixed value" method.

β0
β1
τ2
β0
β1
τ2
β0
β1
τ2
β0
β1
τ2

n=50
bias
LOD
-0.084
0.020
0.010√
LOD/ 2
-0.058
0.013
0.005
LOD/2
-0.040
0.008
0.003
0
0.006
-0.006
0.001

2.3.2

SE MSD cp95

n=100
n=200
bias SE MSD cp95 bias SE MSD cp95

0.270 0.274 0.912 -0.080 0.191 0.190 0.894 -0.073 0.133 0.132 0.882
0.136 0.135 0.896 0.019 0.092 0.089 0.880 0.016 0.061 0.059 0.882
0.437
0.011 0.297
0.004 0.224
0.267 0.272 0.910 -0.054 0.189 0.189 0.896 -0.048 0.132 0.131 0.884
0.134 0.134 0.900 0.012 0.091 0.088 0.892 0.011 0.060 0.058 0.878
0.436
0.007 0.297
-0.000 0.224
0.265 0.270 0.908 -0.036 0.188 0.188 0.896 -0.031 0.131 0.131 0.884
0.133 0.133 0.902 0.008 0.090 0.088 0.890 -0.007 0.060 0.058 0.878
0.436
0.005 0.298
-0.002 0.224
0.261 0.267 0.912 0.008 0.185 0.186 0.900 0.012 0.129 0.129 0.890
0.130 0.131 0.902 -0.005 0.088 0.087 0.894 -0.004 0.059 0.057 0.882
0.437
0.004 0.300
-0.004 0.224

Maximum likelihood estimation

Table 2.3 presents the estimation results using the MLE method without consider the
proportion of zero. Based on the results showing in the table, the estimation results
are overall unbiased. The values of SE and MSD are close. For different LOD values,
the bias, SE, and MSD for each parameter are comparable.

Since the true proportion of missing value equal to zero is high, imputing values
from the fitted lognormal distribution to all missing values will lead the mean higher
than the true value. Then, we conduct a zero-inflated MLE method.
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Table 2.3 Estimation results for the "ignore zero MLE" method.

β0
β1
τ2
β0
β1
τ2
β0
β1
τ2

n=50
bias
LOD=0.2
-0.058
0.013
0.006
LOD=0.3
-0.070
0.017
0.038
LOD=0.4
-0.059
0.023
0.023

SE MSD cp95

n=100
n=200
bias SE MSD cp95 bias SE MSD cp95

0.267 0.272 0.908 -0.054 0.189 0.189 0.892 -0.047 0.132 0.131 0.886
0.134 0.134 0.894 0.012 0.091 0.088 0.890 0.011 0.060 0.058 0.880
0.436
0.008 0.298
0.001 0.224
0.279 0.274 0.896 -0.065 0.202 0.189 0.860 -0.074 0.144 0.132 0.872
0.146 0.133 0.876 0.016 0.098 0.086 0.864 0.017 0.062 0.058 0.874
0.456
0.018 0.314
0.024 0.222
0.287 0.275 0.892 -0.069 0.191 0.190 0.904 -0.083 0.133 0.133 0.900
0.148 0.133 0.886 0.017 0.091 0.087 0.878 0.018 0.062 0.058 0.874
0.456
0.023 0.314
0.020 0.231

Table 2.4 Estimation results for the "zero-inflate MLE" method.

β0
β1
τ2
β0
β1
τ2
β0
β1
τ2

n=50
bias
LOD=0.2
-0.001
-0.002
0.002
LOD=0.3
0.005
-0.007
0.037
LOD=0.4
0.037
-0.008
0.026

SE MSD cp95

n=100
n=200
bias SE MSD cp95 bias SE MSD cp95

0.267 0.267 0.894 0.003 0.178 0.185 0.892 0.002 0.130 0.130 0.908
0.136 0.131 0.894 -0.005 0.090 0.086 0.890 -0.002 0.060 0.058 0.886
0.442
-0.002 0.312
-0.003 0.224
0.276 0.268 0.888 0.006 0.196 0.185 0.870 -0.006 0.143 0.130 0.872
0.142 0.130 0.878 -0.003 0.096 0.085 0.858 0.000 0.061 0.057 0.874
0.458
0.014 0.317
0.021 0.222
0.284 0.268 0.886 0.020 0.193 0.186 0.888 0.006 0.136 0.130 0.886
0.140 0.129 0.882 -0.007 0.088 0.085 0.884 -0.005 0.061 0.057 0.882
0.456
0.023 0.316
0.021 0.231

Table 2.4 presents the estimation results using the MLE method which considers
the proportion of missing value equal to zero. The values of SE and MSD are close. As
the value of LOD increases, the bias slightly increases. Compared with the estimation
results in tables, this method leads smaller biases that the "ignore zero MLE" method.
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The SE and MSD for both methods have no big difference.

2.3.3

Gibbs sampler method

For each dataset, the estimation results based on the 5000 MCMC samples after the
first 1000 iterations served as a burnin. We take the mean of 4000 MCMC samples as
a point estimate and the standard deviation of the 4000 MCMC samples as the posterior standard deviation for each parameter. We also calculate 0.025th and 0.975th
quantiles for a 95% credible interval.
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Figure 2.1 Trace plots for µ, σ, p, τ , β0 , and β1 .

Figure 2.1 shows the trace plots of µ, σx , p, τ , β0 , and β1 . Based on the plot, the
value of all the parameters are converged fast and well.
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Table 2.5 Estimation results for the Bayesian method.

µ
σx
p
β0
β1
τ
µ
σx
p
β0
β1
τ
µ
σx
p
β0
β1
τ

n=50
bias
LOD=0.2
-0.021
0.015
-0.007
-0.005
0.004
0.021
LOD=0.3
-0.025
0.018
-0.019
0.005
-0.006
0.026
LOD=0.4
-0.031
0.027
-0.028
0.024
-0.009
0.022

SE MSD cp95

n=100
n=200
bias SE MSD cp95 bias SE MSD cp95

0.221
0.179
0.074
0.274
0.138
0.161

0.234
0.216
0.065
0.268
0.134
0.159

0.964
0.964
0.950
0.960
0.944
0.942

-0.014
0.011
-0.006
-0.001
0.003
0.007

0.154
0.120
0.055
0.188
0.087
0.109

0.148
0.117
0.053
0.188
0.086
0.108

0.944
0.940
0.946
0.950
0.948
0.946

-0.003
0.012
-0.004
-0.002
0.001
0.002

0.109
0.085
0.039
0.135
0.059
0.077

0.107
0.083
0.040
0.130
0.057
0.076

0.950
0.946
0.936
0.944
0.958
0.954

0.213
0.199
0.077
0.271
0.142
0.159

0.212
0.198
0.075
0.251
0.132
0.151

0.914
0.932
0.972
0.936
0.942
0.958

-0.017
0.016
-0.010
0.002
-0.005
0.010

0.152
0.118
0.050
0.195
0.096
0.109

0.149
0.117
0.049
0.185
0.085
0.106

0.898
0.928
0.898
0.928
0.918
0.956

-0.010
0.013
-0.008
0.004
-0.003
0.010

0.105
0.086
0.041
0.141
0.061
0.076

0.103
0.085
0.040
0.129
0.057
0.074

0.976
0.980
0.920
0.918
0.932
0.962

0.211
0.201
0.076
0.272
0.136
0.159

0.198
0.200
0.075
0.267
0.129
0.153

0.984
0.984
0.926
0.928
0.942
0.948

-0.022
0.020
-0.017
0.011
-0.006
0.013

0.151
0.121
0.054
0.185
0.087
0.109

0.149
0.119
0.054
0.185
0.084
0.106

0.906
0.940
0.948
0.930
0.934
0.952

-0.015
0.017
-0.010
0.005
-0.005
0.008

0.109
0.087
0.043
0.130
0.060
0.077

0.106
0.086
0.041
0.129
0.057
0.076

0.916
0.920
0.954
0.912
0.930
0.954

Table 2.5 presents the estimation results using the Gibbs sampler method. The
estimation results are unbiased. As the sample size increases, the bias is getting
smaller. The SE and MSD both decrease as the sample size increases. With the
increase of the LOD, the bias of each parameter increases. Compared with other
methods, Bayesian method conducts a better performance. At first, Bayesian method
conducts better 95% coverage probability for all parameters, which are overall larger
than 90%. Second, Bayesian method provides the estimate of µ, σx , and p. The third
advantage of Bayesian method is that this method also provides posterior standard
deviation of τ . MSD is an important value to determine the true standard deviation
by comparing with SE.
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Chapter 3
Summary
In our research, we conduct two estimation methods to estimate parameters µ, σx
and p for a variable with non-observed values below the LOD. Based on the estimation results, Bayesian Gibbs sampler method has a better performance for LOD
0.3 and 0.4, with smaller biases, SEs, and MSDs. For the linear regression analysis
with a predictor having non-observed values below LOD, we investigate four methods. For the two naive methods, the estimation results of the "Impute a fixed value
to all missing values" method are less biased than the "delete missing value method".
Both the MLE multiple imputation and the Bayesian MCMC work well to estimate
parameters. The results are overall unbiased. The Bayesian method produces better
95% coverage probabilities for all parameters. Also, it provides posterior standard
deviation of τ .

For all methods we present, some consistent results are that as the sample size
increases, the bias is getting smaller, and the SE and MSD both decrease for each
parameter. With the increase of the LOD, the bias of each parameter increases.

Our current research focuses on the linear regression analysis. In the future, our
proposed methods can be extended to generalize linear models. For example, we can
investigate all methods for binary response data. Finally, instead of using LogNormal distribution to model our data, we can also model the continuous component
nonparametrically.
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Appendix A
R Code
######################################################################
#
# Generate data function:
# This function is used for simulate datasets contain two columns.
# Input value of lod is the limit of detection; mu the true
# mean of lognormal distribution; sd is the true standard
# deviation of lognormal distribution; n is the sample size;
# p is percentage of zero; nset is the number of dataset.
#
######################################################################
generate (lod,mu,sd,n,p,nset)
{
size = n*nset
u <- runif(n,min=0,max=1)
simx <- c()
y0=0
realx <- rlnorm(size, meanlog = mu, sdlog = sd)
for(i in 1:size){
if(u[i]<p){
realx[i]=0
y0=y0+1
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}
simx[i]=realx[i]
if(realx[i]<lod){
simx[i] <- ’NA’
}
}

yn0=n-y0
pary=cbind(y0,yn0)
epsi <-rnorm(size, mean = 0, sd = 1.5)
beta0=0.5
beta1=1.2
y <- beta0+beta1*realx+epsi
x <- data.frame(simx,y)

write.table(x, file="data",append=TRUE,
row.names = FALSE,col.names = FALSE)
write.table(pary, file="par",append=TRUE,
col.names = FALSE,row.names = FALSE)
}

######################################################################
#
# Estimation function using ignore zero MLE method:
# This function used for estimate the mean, sd and estimated
# value for parameters.
# Input value of nset is the number of dataset; nsize is the
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# sample size; lod is the limit of detection
#
######################################################################
Imputemlezero (nset,nsize,lod)
{
library(EnvStats)

x1=read.table("data")
x1=as.matrix(x1)
for(m in 1:nset){
x=x1[((m-1)*nsize+1):(m*nsize),]
remove <- NA
simx= unlist(x[,1],use.names=FALSE)
y=unlist(x[,2],use.names=FALSE)
simx1=simx[!simx %in% remove]
simx1=simx1[simx1>lod]

#impute missing NA from lognormal
library(fitdistrplus)
fit=fitdist(simx1, "truncated_log_normal",
start = list(meanlog=0, sdlog=1))
lsd=fit[[1]][[2]]
lmean=fit[[1]][[1]]
mu_se=fit[[3]][[1]]
sigma_se=fit[[3]][[2]]

for(i in 1:nsize){
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if(is.na(simx[i])){
while(1){
tmp=rlnormTrunc(1, meanlog = lmean,
sdlog = lsd, min = 0, max = lod)
if(tmp<lod){
simx[i]=tmp
break
}
}
}
}
simx=as.numeric(simx)
lm3=lm(y ~ simx)
lm3.r=summary(lm3)
b0_hat=lm3.r[[4]][1]
b1_hat=lm3.r[[4]][2]
b0_std.e=lm3.r[[4]][3]
b1_std.e=lm3.r[[4]][4]
sigma_square= sigma(lm3)^2
re <- c(b0_hat, b1_hat, b0_std.e,
b1_std.e,sigma_square,lmean,lsd,mu_se,sigma_se)
write(re,"mleimpute_result.txt",append=TRUE,ncol=9)
}
}

######################################################################
#
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# Analysis estimation results of Ignore zero MLE method:
# This function used for calculate the mean, SE, MSD and 95 credible
# interval.
# Inpute value of x is a file contains the mean, sd and estimated
# value of parameters; n is the sample size;
# trueb0 is true value of beta0; trueb0 is true value of beta1;
# truesigmasquare is the true value of tau square;
# truemean is the true value of mu; truesigma is the true value of
# sigma
#
######################################################################
analysismlezero (x,n,trueb0, trueb1, truesigmasquare,truemean
,truesigma)
{
x=read.table(x)
mean_x=c(mean(x[,1]),mean(x[,2]),mean(x[,5]),mean(x[,6])
,mean(x[,7]))
se_x=c(mean(x[,3]),mean(x[,4]),mean(x[,8]),mean(x[,9]))
sd_x=c(sd(x[,1]),sd(x[,2]),sd(x[,5]),sd(x[,6]),sd(x[,7]))
biasb0= mean_x[1]-trueb0
biasb1= mean_x[2]-trueb1
biassigmasquare=mean_x[3]-truesigmasquare
biasmu=mean_x[4]-truemean
biassigma=mean_x[5]-truesigma
bias=c(biasb0,biasb1,biassigmasquare,biasmu,biassigma)

errorb0=qt(0.95,df=n-1)*se_x[1]
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leftb0=mean_x[1]-errorb0
rightb0=mean_x[1]+errorb0
countb0=0
for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,1]<=rightb0 & x[i,1]>=leftb0){
countb0=countb0+1
}
}
cpb0=countb0/n

errorb1=qt(0.95,df=n-1)*se_x[2]
leftb1=mean_x[2]-errorb1
rightb1=mean_x[2]+errorb1

countb1=0
for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,2]<=rightb1 && leftb1<=x[i,2]){
countb1=countb1+1
}
}
cpb1=countb1/n

errormu=qt(0.95,df=n-1)*se_x[3]
leftmu=mean_x[4]-errormu
rightmu=mean_x[4]+errormu

countmu=0
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for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,6]<=rightmu && leftmu<=x[i,6]){
countmu=countmu+1
}
}
cpmu=countmu/n

errorsigma=qt(0.95,df=n-1)*se_x[4]
leftsigma=mean_x[5]-errorsigma
rightsigma=mean_x[5]+errorsigma

countsigma=0
for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,7]<=rightsigma && leftsigma<=x[i,7]){
countsigma=countsigma+1
}
}
cpsigma=countsigma/n

cp=c(cpb0,cpb1,cpmu,cpsigma)
length(cp)=length(mean_x)
length(se_x)=length(mean_x)

re=rbind(mean_x,sd_x,bias,se_x,cp)
return(re)
}
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######################################################################
#
# Estimation function using Zero-inflated MLE method:
# This function used for estimate the mean, sd and estimated
# value for parameters.
# Input value of nset is the number of dataset; nsize is
# the sample size; lod is the limit of detection
#
######################################################################
Imputemle (nset,nsize,lod)
{
library(EnvStats)

x1=read.table("data0.2")
x1=as.matrix(x1)

for(m in 1:nset){
x=x1[((m-1)*nsize+1):(m*nsize),]
remove <- NA
simx= unlist(x[,1],use.names=FALSE)
y=unlist(x[,2],use.names=FALSE)
simx1=simx[!simx %in% remove]
simx1=simx1[simx1>lod]

#impute missing NA from lognormal
library(fitdistrplus)
fit=fitdist(simx1, "truncated_log_normal",
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start = list(meanlog=0, sdlog=1))
lsd=fit[[1]][[2]]
lmean=fit[[1]][[1]]
mu_se=fit[[3]][[1]]
sigma_se=fit[[3]][[2]]

u= runif(nsize,min=0,max=1)
Plod=plnorm(lod,meanlog=lmean,sdlog=lsd)
na=length(simx)-length(simx1)
p=((na/nsize)-Plod)/(1-Plod)
q=p/(p+(1-p)*Plod)

for(i in 1:nsize){
if(is.na(simx[i])){
if(u[i]<q){
simx[i]=0
}else{
simx[i] = rlnormTrunc(1, meanlog = lmean,
sdlog = lsd, min = 0, max = lod)
}
}
}

simx=as.numeric(simx)
lm3=lm(y ~ simx)
lm3.r=summary(lm3)
b0_hat=lm3.r[[4]][1]
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b1_hat=lm3.r[[4]][2]
b0_std.e=lm3.r[[4]][3]
b1_std.e=lm3.r[[4]][4]
sigma_square= sigma(lm3)^2
re <- c(b0_hat, b1_hat, b0_std.e,
b1_std.e,sigma_square,lmean,lsd,mu_se,sigma_se,p)
write(re,"mleimpute_zero_lod_result.txt",
append=TRUE,ncol=10)
}
}

######################################################################
#
# Analysis estimation results of Zero-inflated MLE method:
# This function used for calculate the mean, SE, MSD and 95 credible
# interval. Inpute value of x is a file contains the mean, sd and
# estimated value of parameters; n is the sample size;
# trueb0 is true value of beta0; trueb0 is true value of beta1;
# truesigmasquare is the true value of tau square;
# truemean is the true value of mu; truesigma is the true
# value of sigma; truep is the true value of probability p
#
######################################################################
analysismle(x,n,trueb0, trueb1, truesigmasquare,truemean,
truesigma,truep)
{
x=read.table(x)
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mean_x=c(mean(x[,1]),mean(x[,2]),mean(x[,5]),
mean(x[,6]),mean(x[,7]),mean(x[,10]))
se_x=c(mean(x[,3]),mean(x[,4]),mean(x[,8]),mean(x[,9]))
sd_x=c(sd(x[,1]),sd(x[,2]),sd(x[,5]),
sd(x[,6]),sd(x[,7]),sd(x[,10]))

biasb0= mean_x[1]-trueb0
biasb1= mean_x[2]-trueb1
biassigmasquare=mean_x[3]-truesigmasquare
biasmu=mean_x[4]-truemean
biassigma=mean_x[5]-truesigma
biasp=mean_x[6]-truep
bias=c(biasb0,biasb1,
biassigmasquare,biasmu,biassigma,biasp)

errorb0=qt(0.95,df=n-1)*se_x[1]
leftb0=mean_x[1]-errorb0
rightb0=mean_x[1]+errorb0
countb0=0
for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,1]<=rightb0 & x[i,1]>=leftb0){
countb0=countb0+1
}
}
cpb0=countb0/n

errorb1=qt(0.95,df=n-1)*se_x[2]
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leftb1=mean_x[2]-errorb1
rightb1=mean_x[2]+errorb1

countb1=0
for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,2]<=rightb1 && leftb1<=x[i,2]){
countb1=countb1+1
}
}
cpb1=countb1/n

errormu=qt(0.95,df=n-1)*se_x[3]
leftmu=mean_x[4]-errormu
rightmu=mean_x[4]+errormu

countmu=0
for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,6]<=rightmu && leftmu<=x[i,6]){
countmu=countmu+1
}
}
cpmu=countmu/n

errorsigma=qt(0.95,df=n-1)*se_x[4]
leftsigma=mean_x[5]-errorsigma
rightsigma=mean_x[5]+errorsigma
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countsigma=0
for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,7]<=rightsigma && leftsigma<=x[i,7]){
countsigma=countsigma+1
}
}
cpsigma=countsigma/n

cp=c(cpb0,cpb1,cpmu,cpsigma)
length(cp)=length(mean_x)
length(se_x)=length(mean_x)

re=rbind(mean_x,sd_x,bias,se_x,cp)
return(re)
}

######################################################################
#
# Estimation function using Delete missing values method:
# This function used for estimate the mean, sd and estimated
# value for parameters.
# Input value of nset is the number of dataset; nsize is the
# sample size; lod is the limit of detection
#
######################################################################
delete (nset,nsize,lod)
{
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x1=read.table("data")
x1=as.matrix(x)
#delete missing value estimates
for(m in 1:nset){
x=x1[((m-1)*nsize+1):(m*nsize),]
remove <- NA
simx= unlist(x[,1],use.names=FALSE)
y=unlist(x[2],use.names=FALSE)
y1=y[!simx %in% remove]
simx1=simx[!simx %in% remove]

lm1=lm(y1 ~ simx1)
lm1.r=summary(lm1)
b0_hat=lm1.r[[4]][1]
b1_hat=lm1.r[[4]][2]
b0_std.e=lm1.r[[4]][3]
b1_std.e=lm1.r[[4]][4]
sigma_square= sigma(lm1)^2

re <- c(b0_hat, b1_hat, b0_std.e,
b1_std.e,sigma_square)
write(re,"mledelete_result.txt",append=TRUE,ncol=5)
}
}

######################################################################
#
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# Estimation function of using imputed fixed values method:
# This function used for estimate the mean, sd and estimated
# value for parameters. Input value of nset is the number of dataset;
# nsize is the sample size; lod is the limit of detection; fix is the
# imputed fix value.
#
######################################################################
Impute_fixed (nset,nsize,lod,fix)
{
x1=read.table("data")
x1=as.matrix(x1)
for(m in 1:nset){

x=x1[((m-1)*nsize+1):(m*nsize),]
remove <- NA
simx= unlist(x[,1],use.names=FALSE)
y=unlist(x[,2],use.names=FALSE)
simx1=simx[!simx %in% remove]
simx1=simx1[simx1>lod]

start = list(meanlog=0, sdlog=1))

for(i in 1:nsize){
if(is.na(simx[i])){
simx[i]=fix
}
}
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simx=as.numeric(simx)
lm3=lm(y ~ simx)
lm3.r=summary(lm3)
b0_hat=lm3.r[[4]][1]
b1_hat=lm3.r[[4]][2]
b0_std.e=lm3.r[[4]][3]
b1_std.e=lm3.r[[4]][4]
sigma_square= sigma(lm3)^2

re <- c(b0_hat, b1_hat, b0_std.e,
b1_std.e,sigma_square)
write(re,"mleimputelod_result.txt",append=TRUE,ncol=5)
}
}

######################################################################
#
# Analysis estimation results of two naive methods:
# This function used for calculate the mean, bias, SE, MSD and 95
# credible interval.
# Inpute value of x is a file contains the mean, sd and estimated
# value of parameters; n is the sample size;
# trueb0 is true value of beta0; trueb0 is true value of beta1;
# truesigmasquare is the true value of tau square;
#
######################################################################
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analysis_naive (x,n,trueb0, trueb1, truesigmasquare)
{
x=read.table(x)
mean_x=c(mean(x[,1]),mean(x[,2]),mean(x[,5]))
se_x=c(mean(x[,3]),mean(x[,4]))
sd_x=c(sd(x[,1]),sd(x[,2]),sd(x[,5]))

biasb0= mean_x[1]-trueb0
biasb1= mean_x[2]-trueb1
biassigmasquare=mean_x[3]-truesigmasquare
bias=c(biasb0,biasb1, biassigmasquare)

errorb0=qt(0.95,df=n-2)* se_x[1]
leftb0=mean_x[1]-errorb0
rightb0=mean_x[1]+errorb0
countb0=0
for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,1]<=rightb0 & x[i,1]>=leftb0){
countb0=countb0+1
}
}
cpb0=countb0/n

errorb1=qt(0.95,df=n-2)* se_x[2]
leftb1=mean_x[2]-errorb1
rightb1=mean_x[2]+errorb1
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countb1=0
for(i in 1:n){
if(x[i,2]<=rightb1 && leftb1<=x[i,2]){
countb1=countb1+1
}
}
cpb1=countb1/n

cp=c(cpb0,cpb1)
length(cp)=length(mean_x)
length(se_x)=length(mean_x)

re=rbind(mean_x,sd_x,bias,se_x,cp)
return(re)
}

######################################################################
#
# Estimation function of Gibbs sampling method for univariate
# variables:
# This function used for estimate the mean, sd and 0.25 quantile and
# 0.975 quantile of parameters for one dataset.
# Input value of y is the dataset contain missing values;
# y0st is the number of zero below LOD; yn0st is the number of
# non-zero below LOD; nsize the number of iterations;
# nburn is the number of burning; n is the sample size
#
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######################################################################
gibbs(y,y0st,yn0st,nsize,nburn,n)
{
library(invgamma)
library(EnvStats)

#values for prior
alpha=1
beta=1
mu0=0
sigma02=10
a=0.1
b=0.1
lod=0.2

#starting points
mu=0
sigma2=1
p=0.2

y0=y0st
yn0=yn0st
position <- c()
for(i in 1:n){
if(is.na(y[i])){
position[i]=i
}
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}
position=position[! is.na(position)]

caly=y[!y %in% NA]
caly=as.numeric(caly)
s=sum(log(caly[!caly %in% 0]))
sq=sum((log(caly[!caly %in% 0])-mu)^2)

#gibbs sampler
pnew <- c()
munew <- c()
sigma2new <- c()
pnnew <- c()
nony <-c()
l <-list()
for(i in 1:nsize){
pnew[i]=rbeta(1, alpha+y0, beta+yn0, ncp = 0)
p=pnew[i]

meannew=((yn0/sigma2)+1/sigma02)^(-1)
*((mu0/sigma02)+s/sigma2)
sdnew=((yn0/sigma2)+(1/sigma02))^(-1)
munew[i]=rnorm(1,mean=meannew,sd=sqrt(sdnew))
mu=munew[i]

sigma2new[i]=rinvgamma(1,shape=(yn0/2)+a,
rate=b+(sq/2))
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sigma2=sigma2new[i]

pnnew[i]=p/(p+(1-p)*pnorm(log(lod),
mean=mu,sd=sqrt(sigma2)))
pn=pnnew[i]

y0new=0
v<- runif(length(position),min=0,max=1)
for(j in 1:length(position)){
if(v[j]<pn){
y[position[j]]=0
y0new=y0new+1
nony[j]=y[position[j]]
}else{
y[position[j]] = rlnormTrunc(1,
meanlog = mu,
sdlog = sqrt(sigma2), min = 0, max = lod)
nony[j]=y[position[j]]
}
}
nony=as.numeric(nony)
y0=y0new
yn0=n-y0
l[[i]]=nony

y=as.numeric(y)
s=sum(log(y[!y %in% 0]))
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sq=sum((log(y[!y %in% 0])-mu)^2)
}

par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(munew,main="Trace plot for mu",xlab=" ",
ylab="mu",pch=16,cex=0.5)
plot(sqrt(sigma2new),main="Trace plot for sigma",
xlab=" ", ylab="sigma",pch=16,cex=0.5)
plot(pnew,main="Trace plot for p",xlab=" ",
ylab="p",pch=16,cex=0.5)
plot(pnnew,main="Trace plot for pnew",xlab=" ",
ylab="pnew",pch=16,cex=0.5)

r=cbind(pnew,munew,sqrt(sigma2new),pnnew)
rmean=apply(r[nburn:nsize,],MARGIN=2,mean)
rsd=apply(r[nburn:nsize,],MARGIN=2,sd)
rql=apply(r[nburn:nsize,],MARGIN=2,quantile,probs=.025)
rqh=apply(r[nburn:nsize,],MARGIN=2,quantile,probs=.975)

re=rbind(rmean,rsd,rql,rqh)
return(re)
}

######################################################################
#
# Main function of Gibbs sampling method for univariate variables:
# This function is a main function used for read the data from files;
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# Get the estimation results of datasets through gibbs()
# function then write the results to files.
# Input value of nset is the number of dataset;
# nsize is the number of iterations;
# nburn is the number of burning; n is the sample size
#
######################################################################
maingibbs (nset,nsize,nburn,n)
{
timea=proc.time()
y=read.table("data")

#starting point of y0 and yn0
pary=read.table("par")

r<-c()
p<-c()
mu<-c()
sigma<-c()
pnew<-c()
for (i in 1:nset){
lower=n*(i-1)+1
upper=n*i
y1=y[lower:upper,1]
y0=pary[i,1]
yn0=pary[i,2]
r=gibbs1(y1,y0,yn0,nsize,nburn,n)
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write(r[1,],file="pmean.txt",ncolumns=4,append=T)
write(r[2,],file="psd.txt",ncolumns=4,append=T)
write(r[3,],file="psql.txt",ncolumns=4,append=T)
write(r[4,],file="psqh.txt",ncolumns=4,append=T)
}
timeb=proc.time()
print(timeb-timea)
}

######################################################################
#
# Analysis function of Gibbs sampling method for univariate variables:
# This function used for calculate the bias, SE, MSD and
# 95 credible interval.Input value of filem is the file contains
# mean of parameters; filed is the file contains sd of parameters;
# left is the file contains 0.25 quantile of parameters;
# right is the file contains 0.975 quantile of
# parameters; nset is the number of dataset
#
######################################################################
analysisgibbs (filem,filed,left,right,nset)
{
ym=read.table(filem)
lod=0.2

mean=rbind(mean(ym[,2]),mean(ym[,3]),mean(ym[,1])
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,mean(ym[,4]))
bias=rbind(mean(ym[,2])-0,mean(ym[,3])-1,
mean(ym[,1])-0.2,mean(ym[,4])-0.823)
se=rbind(sd(ym[,2]),sd(ym[,3]),sd(ym[,1]),sd(ym[,4]))

yd=read.table(filed)
sd=rbind(mean(yd[,2]),mean(yd[,3]),mean(yd[,1]),
mean(yd[,4]))

pnew=mean(ym[,1])/(mean(ym[,1])+(1-mean(ym[,1]))
*pnorm(log(lod),mean=mean(ym[,2]),
sd=sqrt(mean(ym[,3]))))

countmu=0
countsigma=0
countp=0
countpnew=0
for(i in 1:nset){
if(0<=right[i,2] && left[i,2]<=0){
countmu=countmu+1
}
if(1<=right[i,3] && left[i,3]<=1){
countsigma = countsigma +1
}
if(0.2<=right[i,1] && left[i,1]<=0.2){
countp = countp +1
}
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if(0.823<=right[i,4] && left[i,4]<=0.823){
countpnew = countpnew +1
}
}
cp=rbind(countmu/nset,countsigma/nset,
countp/nset, countpnew/nset)

r=cbind(round(bias,digits=3),round(se,digits=3),
round(sd,digits=3),round(cp,digits=3))
print(r)
}

######################################################################
#
# Estimation function of Gibbs sampling method for regression
# variables:
# This function used for estimate the mean, sd and 0.25 quantile and
# 0.975 quantile of parameters. Input value of z is the dataset of
# response variable; y is the dataset contain missing value;
# y0st is the number of zero below LOD;
# yn0st is the number of non-zero below LOD;
# nsize the number of iterations;
# nburn is the number of burning; n is the sample size
#
######################################################################
gibbsregression(z,y,y0st,yn0st,nsize,nburn,n)
{
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library(invgamma)
library(EnvStats)
library(dplyr)
library(HI)
#setting
alpha=1
beta=1
mu0=0
sigma02=10
a=0.1
at=0.1
b=0.1
bt=0.1
lod=0.2
beta0=0.5
beta1=1.2
sigma0=1

norldens <- function(x,mu,sigma2,beta,zi,tau2) log(x*sqrt(sigma2)*2*pi*sqrt(tau2))-((log(x)-mu)^2)/
(2*sigma2)-((zi-beta[1]-beta[2]*x)^2)/(2*tau2)
bound <-function(x,mu,sigma2,beta,zi,tau2)
(x>0)*(x<0.2)
integal <-function(x,mu,sigma2,beta,tau2,z)
1/(x*sqrt(sigma2)*2*pi)*(1/sqrt(tau2))
*exp(-((log(x)-mu)^2)/(2*sigma2)
-(((z-beta[1]-beta[2]*x)/sqrt(tau2))^2)/2)
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#starting points
mu=0
sigma2=1
p=0.2
tau2=1
Msigma0=matrix(c(10,0,0,10),nrow=2,ncol=2,byrow = TRUE)
Cbeta0=matrix(c(0,0),nrow=2,ncol=1,byrow = TRUE)

y0=y0st
yn0=yn0st
position <- c()
for(i in 1:n){
if(is.na(y[i])){
position[i]=i
}
}
position=position[! is.na(position)]

for(i in 1:length(position)){
while(1){
q=rlnorm(1, meanlog = mu0, sdlog = sigma0)
if (q<0.2)
break
}
y[position[i]]=q
}
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caly=y[!y %in% NA]
caly=as.numeric(caly)
s=sum(log(caly[!caly %in% 0]))
sq=sum((log(caly[!caly %in% 0])-mu)^2)

#gibbs sampler
pnew <- c()
munew <- c()
sigma2new <- c()
pnnew <- c()
tau2new <- c()
nony <-c()
beta0new <-c()
beta1new <-c()
l <-list()
y[is.na(y)]=0
for(i in 1:nsize){
pnew[i]=rbeta(1, alpha+y0, beta+yn0, ncp = 0)
p=pnew[i]

meannew=((yn0/sigma2)+1/sigma02)^(-1)
*((mu0/sigma02)+s/sigma2)
sdnew=((yn0/sigma2)+(1/sigma02))^(-1)
munew[i]=rnorm(1,mean=meannew,sd=sqrt(sdnew))
mu=munew[i]

sigma2new[i]=rinvgamma(1,shape=(yn0/2)+a,
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rate=b+(sq/2))
sigma2=sigma2new[i]

sumMy=matrix( c(n,sum(y),sum(y),sum(y^2)),
nrow=2,ncol=2,byrow = TRUE)
sumMzy=rbind(sum(z),sum(z*y))
cov=solve((solve(Msigma0)+ sumMy/tau2))
beta =rmvnorm(1, cov
%*%(solve(Msigma0)%*%Cbeta0+sumMzy/tau2) , cov)
beta0new[i]=beta[1]
beta1new[i]=beta[2]

sumzxb=sum((z-beta[1]-beta[2]*y)^2)
tau2new[i]=rinvgamma(1,shape=(n/2)+at,rate=bt+(sumzxb/2))
tau2=tau2new[i]

y0new=0
v<- runif(length(position),min=0,max=1)

for(j in 1:length(position)){
sdn=dnorm((z[position[j]]-beta[1])/
sqrt(tau2),mean=0,sd=1)
isdn=integrate(integal, 0, 0.2,
z=z[position[j]],mu=mu,sigma2=sigma2,
tau2=tau2, beta=beta)
pnnew=p*sdn*(1/sqrt(tau2))/
(p*sdn*(1/sqrt(tau2))+(1-p)*isdn$value)
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pn=pnnew
pn=as.numeric(pn)
if(v[j]<pn){
y[position[j]]=0
y0new=y0new+1
nony[j]=y[position[j]]
}else{
if(y[position[j]]==0){
y[position[j]]=y[position[j]]+0.0001
}
y[position[j]] = arms(y[position[j]],
norldens, bound ,1, mu=mu, sigma2=sigma2,
beta=beta, zi=z[position[j]],tau2=tau2)
nony[j]=y[position[j]]
}
}
nony=as.numeric(nony)
y0=y0new
yn0=n-y0
l[[i]]=nony

y=as.numeric(y)
s=sum(log(y[!y %in% 0]))
sq=sum((log(y[!y %in% 0])-mu)^2)
}

par(mfrow=c(3,2))
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plot(munew,main="Trace plot for mu",xlab=" ",
ylab="mu",pch=16,cex=0.5)
plot(sqrt(sigma2new),main="Trace plot for sigma",
xlab="",ylab="sigma",pch=16,cex=0.5)
plot(pnew,main="Trace plot for p",xlab=" ",
ylab="p",pch=16,cex=0.5)
plot(pnnew,main="scatter plot for pnew",xlab=" ",
ylab="pnew")
plot(tau2new,main="Trace plot for pnew",xlab="",
ylab="tau",pch=16,cex=0.5)
plot(beta0new,main="Trace plot for pnew",xlab=" ",
ylab="beta0",pch=16,cex=0.5)
plot(beta1new,main="Trace plot for pnew",xlab=" ",
ylab="beta1",pch=16,cex=0.5)

r=cbind(pnew,munew,sqrt(sigma2new),sqrt(tau2new)
,beta0new,beta1new)
colnames(r)= c("p","mu","sigma","tau","beta0","beta1")
rmean=apply(r[nburn:nsize,],MARGIN=2,mean)
rsd=apply(r[nburn:nsize,],MARGIN=2,sd)
rql=apply(r[nburn:nsize,],MARGIN=2,quantile,probs=.025)
rqh=apply(r[nburn:nsize,],MARGIN=2,quantile,probs=.975)

re=rbind(rmean,rsd,rql,rqh)
return(re)
}
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######################################################################
#
# Main function of Gibbs sampling method for univariate variables:
# This function is a main function used for read the data from files;
# Get the estimation results of datasets through
# gibbsregression() function then write the results to files.
# Input value of nset is the number of dataset;
# nsize is the number of iterations;
# nburn is the number of burning; n is the sample size
#
######################################################################
maingibbsregression (nset,nsize,nburn,n)
{
timea=proc.time()
y=read.table("data")

#starting point of y0 and yn0
pary=read.table("par")

for (i in 1:nset){
lower=n*(i-1)+1
upper=n*i
y1=y[lower:upper,1]
z=y[lower:upper,2]
y0=pary[i,1]
yn0=pary[i,2]
r=gibbsregression(z,y1,y0,yn0,nsize,nburn,n)
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write(r[1,],file="pmean.txt",ncolumns=6,append=T)
write(r[2,],file="psd.txt",ncolumns=6,append=T)
write(r[3,],file="psql.txt",ncolumns=6,append=T)
write(r[4,],file="psqh.txt",ncolumns=6,append=T)
}
timeb=proc.time()
print(timeb-timea)
}

######################################################################
#
# Analysis function of Gibbs sampling method for univariate variables:
# This function used for calculate the bias, SE, MSD and
# 95 credible interval.
# Input value of filem is the file contains mean of
# parameters; filed is the file contains sd of parameters;
# filel is the file contains 0.25 quantile of parameters;
# filer is the file contains 0.975 quantile of
# parameters; nset is the number of dataset
#
######################################################################
analysisgibbsregression (filem,filed,filel,filer,nset)
{
ym=read.table(filem)
lod=0.2
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mean=rbind(mean(ym[,2]),mean(ym[,3]),mean(ym[,1]),
mean(ym[,4]),mean(ym[,5]),mean(ym[,6]))

bias=rbind(mean(ym[,2])-0,mean(ym[,3])-1,mean(ym[,1])-0.2,
mean(ym[,4])-1.5,mean(ym[,5])-0.5,mean(ym[,6])-1.2)
se=rbind(sd(ym[,2]),sd(ym[,3]),sd(ym[,1]),
sd(ym[,4]),sd(ym[,5]),sd(ym[,6]))

yd=read.table(filed)
sd=rbind(mean(yd[,2]),mean(yd[,3]),mean(yd[,1]),
mean(yd[,4]),mean(yd[,5]),mean(yd[,6]))

pnew=mean(ym[,1])/(mean(ym[,1])+(1-mean(ym[,1]))
*pnorm(log(lod), mean=mean(ym[,2]),sd=sqrt(mean(ym[,3]))))

left= read.table(filel)
right=read.table(filer)
countmu=0
countsigma=0
countp=0
counttau=0
countbeta0=0
countbeta1=0
for(i in 1:nset){
if(0<=right[i,2] && left[i,2]<=0){
countmu=countmu+1
}
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if(1<=right[i,3] && left[i,3]<=1){
countsigma = countsigma +1
}
if(0.2<=right[i,1] && left[i,1]<=0.2){
countp = countp +1
}
if(1.5<=right[i,4] && left[i,4]<=1.5){
counttau = counttau +1
}
if(0.5<=right[i,5] && left[i,5]<=0.5){
countbeta0 = countbeta0 +1
}
if(1.2<=right[i,6] && left[i,6]<=1.2){
countbeta1 = countbeta1 +1
}
}
cp=rbind(countmu/nset,countsigma/nset, countp/nset,
counttau/nset,countbeta0/nset,countbeta1/nset)

r=cbind(round(bias,digits=3),round(se,digits=3),
round(sd,digits=3),round(cp,digits=3))
print(r)
}
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